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ए 
PSYCHISM AND THEOSDPHY, 

ay 

There is scarcely a subject which is [ठ us —sludents 

of Theosophy —more momentous and mvre pregnant 

with eternal issues, than the one we have taken up for 

consideration. Specially in the present moment, when 

events are apparently giving the Society a कातो which 

some of uscan not but deplore, has the question €~ 

come directly or indirectly a vitél one. On our tight 

understanding, would depend our individual attitude 

towards the problems which aie pressing on us for 
solution. When we recollect that our attitude means 

in a very large measure, the attitude of the humanity’ 
of the future, when we realise that consciously or 
otherwige, acknowledged or not, the teachings of the 
Theosophical Society are leavening the thought of the 
world,-—then the problem becomes one of very great im- 
portance to every one of us. We will therefore try to 
consider the subject in the dispassionate and unbiassed 
attitude of students of the Science of the Self, of which 
Theosophy is but a re-affirmation. With us at least’ 
in our search alter the Truth—~greater than which 
no Religion is—persons and theories should not weigh. 
We should carefully eliminate all such factors fra, the 

~equation, and should never allow our personal emotions. 
` from swaying our minds and warping our judgments, 
For however largely may the recent events loom in 
our mind, we mist know that the Self, the Truth is 
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nee... things and events, persons* aifd™th ९) 
(८ remember that Life, or our realization fg 

ofvfar more impoilance in moukling the destinies of the 
Theosophical @ociety, than individygl actione As the 
heirs of the ages—as the Self for whom the world exists— 
our thinking should be based on the evolution of 
humanity which is our truer self, and not on our 
separated personalities, 

Before we define our subject, we will consider the 
the variouswspects from which a particular thing or event 
may be regarded, These view-points may roughly be 
classified in athre@-fold way. First, we may regard a 
thing as complete by itself and as isolated from every- 
thing before and after. Thisis the point of isolation, 

of separateness; and as a matter of fact we can not 
“thus dissociate things. The very presentation of a thing 
through the senses, has in it a large element of relation, 

of colouring and interpretation, imparted to it by the 

accumulated experience behind the senses. A child thus 

when seeing a thing, sees it as modified by the laws of 
light, the laws of 1efraction of the medium of light, and 

the colourings of the physical eye. Then, there are the 

modifications, though apparently unconscious, effected 

‘by the desire and mental natures in us. Thus on 

and on; and the object gets colomed by the various 

strata of consciousness, till it reaches the Self. Our 

knowledge therefore of a concrete physical object,jout 

idea of a physical thing, gets very largely modified by. 
the colourings imparted by the higher principles in man. - 

Each of these principles represents a type of relation— 

& specific mode of interpretation arfd synthesis, due to 
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which the object perceived gets correlated 10 the 

universe of Life and Consciousness within on the oné 

hand, and to the universe of objects around, All Know- 

ledge is thus, relative—not in the sens@ in which ‘the 

ordinary Western psychologist regards it, as being 

governed by the laws of relativity,—but in a far more 

real sense. ४ 

An object is thus a whole—an organic unity, which 

somehow can enter into intimate relation wilh every- 
thing else in the universe, Its isolation is gn apparent 

one, Like the lowest point of a cone, it has in it the 

potentialities of larger and largey interpretation and 

` synthesis, as man advances in his own knowledge, Its 

‘separateness is thus as it were virtual and not real. 
Then ws notice that this enlargement in the idea of 

a thing, is not merely a subjective one, Itis real—and 

it always stands before us, as the symbol of a larger 

and more transcendent unity which we call differently 
the Self, the Truth and so forth, Even the apparent 

“particularity” is really the misinterpreted symbol 
for the uniqueness of the Self; because the Selfis not 
only the All, but also the One, Hence is it that an 
object is related to all other things, and is yet at the 
sainetime, the pailicular object, the “unique.” As 
each aspect of a thing is the synthetic view of it 
impatted by the action of the sense concerned, as 
each sense thus clothes the object or rather the aspect 

- of it, with an universality of being ;—so also is this false 
॥ of separateness and particularity, the result of the 
activity of the separative principle in us. As the eye 
sees‘thie object thts clothed in the unifying principle we 
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gall light and colour, as the object is thus seen in 

‘terms of sound-consciousness with the help of the ear, 

so.does the principle of Ahamkara clothe it with the 
sense of beingpa separated unique something ;»-thereby 
not only manifesting the separative reality of the object 
as the object, but also manifesting the same aspect of 
reality of the Subject on the one hand, and the world 
around on the other, The concreteness, the particularity, 

of the object sensed by the physical eye is thus really 
an illusion dye to the projection of the separated I in 

ys, It is because we think ourselves separate, that we 

clothe ‘our objects with a kind of separative individ- 
uality, Truly the Poet speaks of a flower in the’ 

crannied wall as the expression of the unity and 

solidarity of God and man. 

‘ The Eastern psychologist goes even a little further. 

With him all knowledge is but a re-finding—the r¢- 
cognition of that which is verily within. We gan not 

dissociate things thus artificially. 
The second stand-point is of definite relation. It is 

the stand-point of Science. Every Phenomenon is seen as 

being correlated with others along certain definite lines. 

These lines are Cause and Effect, Time, Place, etc. Just 

as we know the centre of a circle in relation to its radius 

and the circumference, so also we know things as stan- 

ding in a fixed relation to certain other things. The 
more we know of these definite correlations, the more 

ye are said to Anow. Objects thus stand to us somewhat 

in the same relation as the (०८४5 of several moving 

points stands to these points themselves. For the very 

ideas with the help of which we detertfiine the value and 
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position of a given event, the very factors which वल्ल 

mine and condition our knowledge—are, so far as 

their definiteness is concerned, themselves variable, Our 

conception of thtse factors depends oiour experience 

of the individual facts correlated by abstract principles 

behind. ‘True it is that these individual factors can 

be and are regarded, as stages through which the abstract 

unifying principle behind manifests itself. But this view, 

though the ultimate reality, is not the one which we 

generally adopt. It militates against the fal view of the 
self complete object in antithesis to our conscigusness. 

Thus the empetic Science—though it speaks of 

quality” “energy” “causation” etc. with reference 
to concrete things—regards the things as having an 

independent reality—with these abstract principles of 

correlation as the attributes, The thing is that, where 

these attributes inhere. Like all deductive knowledge our 
conception of a thing thus regarded is really an approxi- 
mation of an infinite series, the terms of which depend 
very largely upon our own capacities. Then again we see 
that the value of an object thus realised is conditioned 
by the nature of these capacities, With a being having 
the conception of space in one dimension only, a 
stick would be merely a point : with'a being having two 
such dimensions, the stick would be seen as a superficial 
circle ; and so on. 

Let us consider the example taken above a little 
further, Suppose this two-dimensional being ‘we aré 
considering, is on a given plane, and the stick is moved 
from above down,near him. What would he see ?If he 
is endowed with the sense of number, he would merely 
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sée a number of such circles in no way connected with 

each other. The “number idea” itself is a mode of relation 
by which the separated aspects of a thing, a stick for 

example, are sfnthesised into a larger nity. If our being 
be further endowed with the time-sense, he would see the 
stick as being a succession of particular circles coming 
into being fiom no where, and again vanishing into 
nothingness, For to add up these aspects, we require 
the basic conception of Space as the unifying prin- 
ciple governmg these apparently discrete appearances 

Itis only when we have the idea of the three dimensional 

space that the stick is seen as a definite thing, . 
and the sections as the imaginary and artificial. 
divisions made by us to understand its real unity, We 

will revert to this later on ; but it will suffice for the 

present to note that all knowledge due to relation has 

always an unity behind it ;—an unity which strings up 

and adds together the various sections or aspects of a 

thing. For, though apparently relation implies a 

multiplicity of aspects which are related together, it has 

an absolute unity for its primary basis,—an idea of a 
larger life always behind it, to which the separated 
aspects lead and where they inhere. 

Let us take another example to illustrate this posi- 
tion. Suppose a child is asked to add up three and 

four oranges. Now the words “three” and “four” can in 
one sense be regarded as implying a multiplicity ;— 
A complex idea evolving out of simpler units, But 
behind this, there is a sense of unity, of synthesis. Thus 
though “three” represents “unity + unity + unity,” yet it 

itself a definite thing, a self-complete thing as against 
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the other numbers, If this definite aspects of threc ana, 

four were the only aspects, we could not have added 

them together. Perhaps another illustration will bring 

out the nfatier a little more clearly. Maty of us would 

remeniber, how in our childhood days we used to get 

puzzled when working at sums like the following :—“If 

2 men, 3 women, and 5 children can reap a field in 

three days, how many days would it take for 7 men 

2 women and 9 children to do the same?” How 

puzzled and embarrassed were we then ; for the ideas 

men, women, and children regarded physically are 
exclusive and self-complete, and would not allow us to 

add them up, Physically speaking, a man is a complete 
term and can not therefore be added to any other, As 
self-complete and isolated, the physical things are | 
incapable of addition, which presupposes something 
beyond the apparently complete object. We can now 
understand that in the given sum we are not to add 
up concrete separated beings. We know now, that for 
the purposes of the sum, man, woman and child —every 
one of them, represent work and are the expres- 
sions of the higher synthetic something, called energy. 
Work then, the capacity for producing effect, is the 
unity of relation by which alone the apparently 
exolusive and separated things can be synthesised. 
Viewed from the standpoint of work, not only can we 
add up apparently different and conflicting things and 
thereby gain a larger and more synthetic view of the 
apparently self-complete and isolated things like men 
women and children ;—but what is more, we gain in a 
knowledge of a quite different type. We gain an in- 
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.sight into the abstract energy behind things, of which 
things ave but mere expressions, 

Ordinarily, our knowledge is seen as the knowledge 
that arises from the action of definite types of relation 
known as quality, guantity and causality. Larger the 
modes of these relations present in our consciousness, 
the larger otr view-point and the approximation. 
In man of the world, the evolution of things pro- 

ceeds upon the modes, of objectivity or the quality of 

being exterfral to consciousness, of ‘Kama’ or the quality 

of conducing to the well-being of the personality or 
other wise,and of nfentality or the quality of evoking a, 

particular sensation. To a man of philosphical tem- 
parament, the approximation of knowledge includes 
other terms; and so on. Knowledge thus is a continual 

approximation of what we call particular things 

in terms of and as unified by, the Principles of man 
evolved by us. Toa man of the world, theeloss of 
a dear one ig an absolute evil unconnected with his 
actions, feelings and thoughts,—in the sense of being in 
no way the resultant thereof. It is some thing in which 

the individual man has no part to play, save that of an 

irresponsible sufferer, a mere मोक्ता, To an ordinary 
Christian dimly realising the meaning of the oft-repeated 
expression “not dead but gone before’, the bereavement 
is valued in a slightly different way. The savage Ameri- 

can Indian would add to it the delightful pictures 
of a happy hunting-ground; while the Calvinist 
would be quite despondent at the prospects’ of lurid 
fires and so forth. The ordinary Theosophist swallowing 
the realistic, but alas | the materialistic pictures in “Man 
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Visible and Invisible” would shelter himself under tlre. 

sepaiative wooden conception of a terrible power called 

Karma. , ॥ 
We ee, thus ¢hat or knowledge पि estimate of 

things vary with the types and modes of relation 

evolved by us. We see further that though the thing 

is seen as the thing—as something uniqué and distinct, 

the sense of unity remains in the back-ground, while 
adding up in a mysterious way the innumerable equiva- 

lents of the thing, These “equivalents” af€ known as 

the impressions of the senses concerned The word 

‘equivalent’ is very significant. It does not mean identity. 

The object that we see with the eyes is, as we recognise 

-—not identical with the presentment through the eyes. 
The optic image is but a partial valuation of a thing by, 
the sense of sight. It is of equal value with the 

object and equivalent to it, only from the stand-point 

of colaur. For just as different countries have different 
standards of curency which represent the value of 
things according to arbitrary standards, so also have 
the senses of ours different standards of evoluation, of 
receptivity. These are the modes in which the transla- 
tion, the interpretation, of an object or its aspects, is 
effected, We see thus, that the knowledge that we 
derive through the translalive power of the senses, of 
the mind and Ahankara,—the relations brought out 
by the manifested principles in man—is only 8 partial 
presentment of the object, and that the knowledge 
is a partial expression of the larger life which is behind 
the object. We need not here enter into metaphy- 
sical discussions as to the agencies at work. But 
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it will suffice for the present to know that the 
knowledge derivable from a particular sense is really 
an approximation of an infinite series with a particular 
coefficient. Thfts my knowledge of theftable before me, is 
really a series of visual, tactile and muscular sense- 
presentations apparently unified by the actions of the 
mind and Buddhi. The trend of the series is towards a 
definite somethingness, which we call the table, Now 

the visual presentation itself is due to, the so-called 
action of 1h® external table imparting a certain rate of 
vibratign to the medium of sight. What this rate is in 
its origin is unknown to us, How far this rate remains , 

unmodified, when it sets to vibration the etheric, 

medium, is also unknown. For a translating agency 
has a life of its own; and no lifeless upadht can 

serve that purpose. Then there is the specific life 

and reaction of the physical organism, we call the 

eye. ‘That the potentiality of the eye is infinite, and 
that Science knows only a fragment therof are proved 
by Science itself now admitting people with Rontgen- 

rays eyes and by the ever-increasing discoveries of 

N-rays and other similar rates of vibrations, Can we say 

then, even so far as the retinal image is concerned, that 

it is a fair presentation of the object without ? 
Then come the intervening subtler agencies which 

translate the retinal image into sensation, Do we 

know anything of these agencies ; and can we safe- 

guard against the co-efficient of refraction in them? 

Then comes the elaboration of the sensation by the 
activities of the kamic consciousness, Here again 

छपा knowledgs of the agencies is almost nil; and 
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we know nothing of their infinite potentialities, Ther. 

comes the collaboration by the powers of the mind, the 

infinite potentialities of which are now being discovered 

in the phenomena of hypnotism, Thei*there are the 

actions of Buddhiand Ahamkara, each with their infinite 

potentiatities and activities, That being so, he would 

be a bold man, who asserts the infallibility of the 
knowledge we have of the external things even of the 

physical plane. The metaphysical difficulties as to how 

and why a thing admittedly physical and”gross, can 

stimulate the powers of consciousness, and why though 

the subject and object are admittedly mutually exclud- 

ing, there can be any knowledge at all,—are unanswered 

Each of the sense-impressions is thus really the sum~- 

mation of an infinite series of presentments imysteri- 

ously converging to a point outside the consciousness, 

As Theosophy teaches us, every sense is but the relic 
of the eonsciousness of a Being larger than ourselves 

and called a cosmic Deva, This complicates the problem 
even further. As the Deva consciousness is the power 
behind the particular sense impression, there is always 
the possibility of our objective vision being in reality 
nothing more than a suggestion of the Deva conscious~ 
ness, in the same way as the mesmeriser'’s consciousness 
is very largely the agency behind the visualization of an 
object by the mesmerised, ‘Then, there are still higher 
agencies, the actions of which must be understood and 
eliminated ere we can be sure of our ground, Those 
agencies are the /atfwas ; and they regulate and govern 
the fundamental modes in which objects are seen by us. 
Thus the Prithivi tattwa, the directrix which measure 
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„ the irregular curve of our physical consciousness, clothes 
the object with the sense of being absolutely detached 
from the’ perceiving consciousness, and endowes it with 
an independertt reality beyond our consciousnéss. 

A little consideration will bring out this facl. In the 
first place, we must recognise a certain amount of 
similarity and commonness which forms the basis of our 
physical knowledge : the principal feature noticeable 
in the ordinary waking life is the outwardness and 
definition द objects. If a phenomenon happens, be it 
ordinary or extraordinary, we at once look outside 
for its cause. We believe the cause to be a distinct, 
something—not a general priniciple—and independent 
of us. Thus the appearance of an otherwise unknown 
form, in our visions, is taken as a proof of its genuine- 
ness. If objective words are heard, then the proof 

approaches more towards ceitainty, If the phenomenon 
is visible to a number of peisons, then it is taken to be 
absolutely real. We forget this it is dangerous to reason 

from the effects to the cause, and that the Prajapati 

created the senses with their mouths outwards, We 

forget that the sounds may be the result of the work- 

ings of our subliminal consciousness, as is often seen in 

and during abstractions. The outwardness, is often 

seen as the clinching proof, of its genuineness, But 

how many of us here, know the why of a physieal 
thing appearing the same to all of us? Naively, we 
clothe the object with a reality independent of our 

consciousness and outside it. We loose sight of the 

physical faifwa, and cannot eliminate,iis action on our 

individual consciousness. How this and other fattwas 
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affect us, will be seen, later on. But just as thescientific 

observer in noting a phenomenon with a lens, elimin- 

ates the refractive and isochromatic actions of the 

lens itsel& we alsq should try to elimimte from our 

conception of a thing the colourings of these agencies. 

Not only we do not know what they are in their abso- 

luteness, but ‘we are prone to accept evelything that 

they present to us, without scrutiny and reservation. 

Then comes the co-ordinating action of the hierarchies 
of cosmic Intelligences known under the wame of the 
Piivis, Next, we come to that mysterious power known 
as Ahamkara, which imposes a triplicity of the Anower 
the knowledge and the known upon everything sent 
up to it by the lower senses. Like the prism mani- 
festing the one light in terms of the seven colours, 
the prism of Ahamkara refiacts the One Consciousness, 
and causes it to polarise into a triplicity of aspects, 
This tyiplicity is remarkable in ils effects. In its 
essence it is a synthesising principle, which brings 
together and classifies under a threefold basis, the in- 
numerable infinity of Life and Form. Just as the senses, 
and the mind eliminate certain aspects of a thing and 
re-groups the presentment under more general and 
abstract heads, so also does Ahamkaia. But in doing 
so,—in reducing the world of phenomena to a distinct 
and central I, certain amount of dramatization Lakes place. 
Thus in the well-known case for Mr, Leadbeater's,’ 
where an average Englishman not much given to travel, 
was shown in dream, the luxuriant scenery of a tropic 
clime, with the result that the dreamer mixed up the 
remembered pastime of snow-balling (which was a fact of 
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experience with him), with the projected picture of the 
tropic clime ; and the Ego or the self-reducing principle 
had to improvise a drama to account for and synthesise 
the conflicting, mass of facts. So alsg in the case of the 
railway traveller ; who aroused by the dang with which 
the porter had closed the door of the compartment, 
dramatized the sound, so as to cover a number of years 
of chequered life. In both these cases, the dramatiza- 
tion is the result of the synthetic action of Ahamkara ; 

and all ontgr things are utilized to develope the sense of 
a central J, Yet these graphic scenes are unreal. These 

are but a few of the agencies that are al work in pro- 

ducing the knowledge of the meiest external things: 
Yet we think and feel that these presentments are 
absolute and unalloyed reality. All the causes noted 
are coloued by the notion of a separated I, What these 
principles are when looked from an univeisal stand-point, 
—what the sense and the mind can and do, reveal, 
to one who looks at them fiom the standpoint of the 
Atman—the Self, are never taken into account. On such 

distorted and fragmentary evaluation of things—many 
fond souls are content to base their Life and spiritual 

aspirations. Yet such is not true kuowledge,—the 

Wisdom of the Divine Self. 
How then is knowledge possiblep What is the 

synthesising power which makes the.various and often 

conflicting presentments of the senses and other 

agencies co-ordinate ; and which unifies them? For 
we perceive the object as an unity. What ‘must be 

the trend of a true synthesis, in order that real Wisdom 
may be begotten in man? What"should we do to 
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overcome the element of illusion which underlies all 

empiric knowledge. The action of this unifying 

principle is seen even in the separative presentations 

of the esenses, ,The separateness—ihe clement ol 
centralisation and exclusion or diffevence--colours the 

activities of the various organs of knowledge, It is 

significant here to note that in the Shastras, Ahamkana, 

the principle of definition of being Lhrough separateness 

and manifestation, gets manifested into a tiplicily of 

lower powers, These are the Svattic, thg Rajasic and 
the Tamasic Ahamkaras producing peculiar effects on 
the One Consciousness, By the action of the ‘Svattic 

“Ahamkara the conception of a definite centre of con- 
‘sciousness is produced. By the Rajasic activily are 
evolved the principles of define relation known as the 
senses etc, By the Tamasic activity, the One Conscious! 
ness is seen as the object of knowledge outside. The 
determinative faculty of Ahamkara tends to clothe the 
One Self with the definiteness of separation, It is as 
though the Self gets itself thus polarised into the three- 
fold aspects, in order that manifestation may be possible, 
These three-fold aspects are governed by this mode of 
One Life manifesting as definiteness. Just as the hungry 
man realises himself and his world from the stand-point 
of hunger, which colours the three-fold projections of 
Ahamkara in a subtle way ; --50 also the greal modes 
of cosmic Ahamkara we know as Zaflwas govern and 
control the character of manifestations, and also the 
fesultant knowledge. Hence is it that in our .modita- 
tidys and aspirations after the Divine, the aotions of tho 
modes of cosmic Ahamkara colour our individual efforts, 
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Dominated by the notion of a separative uniqueness 
of being, we know ourselves as separate from every- 
thing else: The separateness in the centre of congvious- 
ness produces ja the opposite pole, the idea of the object 
of consciousness as being something independent of it, 
Thus we are led by the notion of an exclusive I to 
clothe our world with an equal, though complementary, 

exclusiveness of being,—and then gradually base om 
hopes, feats and aspirations on these so-called objects. 
This notionof a separate I so persists, that when, after 

death in the case of ordinary individuals, and while 
living ‘in the case of Jogis, the consciousness functions 
on the astral and mental planes,—we see very little’ 

of these universes. We see these as conditioned by’ 
the notions of the physical separated self. Nay, we 
jneasure them with the separative standard of 
knowledge of the physical-plane life, The limitation 
of view therefore is two-fold. It is qualitative, in the 

sense of being coloured by the primary illusion of the 

separate self which as we have seen goes to clothe the 
object with external being and reality. 

This is due to the primary principle of Ahamkara, 

We must again recollect that the threefold manifestations 
of Ahamkara, are more abstract than physical things, 
concrete desires, concrete mental images and so forth. 

The threefold divisions of the swdject or the knower, 
the object or the known, and the knowledge are 

not tangible things like those on the physical plane, 
They may be likened to tendencies to polarise; rather 
than to concrete poles. Thus the I—notion we have, 
though separative, is .yet capable “of transcending 
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coherete things, The “1” of the physical plane thus, 

can remain the same in the midst of pleasures and pains, 

joys and somows, In the battlefield, this senge of the [ 

hélps eVen in tianscending death. Sohat, the effect 

ot Ahamkara prope: is to re-group the phenomena into 

वाजता, though abstract, types of —hnowadilily or 

object, receptivily or subject, and re/ation o1 know- 

1८4९९. These three types when coloured by the 

laltwas the principles of determining the I outside, or 

the principles of inhibition —produce an infinite variety 

of triplicities of varying density and concreteness—till 

‘the physical is reached. But the main types 1emain hid- 
den and become densified, The “abstract susceptibility 

of consciousness becomes the rigid separative I, which 

gains in powe: by the antithesis of the so-called objects 

Lhe type of “knowability” becomes the rigid and well- 
defined object. In the astral plane, the rigid antithesis of 
the unknown and unknownable « of objects, gets mellow- 

ed into sentiency,—the power of evoking definite sensa- 
tion, Soonand on. These stages of comparative and 
decreasing antithesis, are thus governed by the cosmic 
Abamkaia known as éailwas. For tattwas have this 
tendency of appeating apparently outside the individual 
consciousness. This is apparently so ; for as we tiansfer 
our consciousness to the level of Divine Thought whence 
oviginate the éaétwas, we see that they grow less rigid and 
less independent of our consciousness, Hence we may 
denominate the modifications effected by the tadlwas as 
a quantitative one, This quantitative colouring is two- 
fold, In the first,place, the guaninm of reality in the 
physical centre of! consciousness and the idea of! a 

2 
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separative concreteness and uniqueness of being, which 
‘js the characteristic of the physical centre,—so colour our 
conceptions, that the likes and the dislikes of the physical 
plane consciougness are taken with us,into the astral and 
the mental plane lives. Thus in the astral plane des- 
criptions which are cmrent in the Theosophical litera- 
ture, things are measured by the likes and the dislikes 
of the physical I and its definite desire-capacities. 
In the mental plane, immersed in ow personal thoughts, 

thoughts goloured by the physical separative type of 

consciousness, —we project into the Devachanic life the 
hopes and loves of the physical personality, ‘The more 

advanced students may not be under these crude 

tendencies ; but he also tries to measure the higher plane 
existence by the foot-rule of t!e physical standards 
‘of knowledge and experience. The glamour of the 
physical thus persists even on the higher planes. 

‘These are but a few of the inherent difficulties which 
attend the second mode of knowledge that we have 
been considering. The terms of the series are not indivi- 
dual things but abstract tendencies, coloured by the 

abstract types of relation,—of which we know nothing. 

The trend is due to Ahamkara,—which we know no 

details of, ‘The addition of the series 1s due to the One 
Life, —which we disregard in our desire for concrete 
uniqueness. We will now try to see what Psychism 
is, and how it can be differentiated from Theosophy, 

the true Divine Wisdom,--which forms the third mode 

of knowledge we are considering. # 
What then is Psychism ? In defining it, we will try 

to make its connotations as large as possible, In the first 
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place, Psychism is a mode of knowledge of which the, 

pivotal point is the conception of a separative (ला 

self, Ia other words, it is the resultant knowledge 

appeitaining to cgnsciousness regaided gs a delinite 

centie quite distinct from its environment, a know- 

ledge therefore in which the value of objects lies in their 

power of opposing the separated consciousness, The 

conception of a centralized self coloms the knowledge 

thus obtained, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The 

quantitative expression of (the centre of consciousness, 

means and implies the functions of definite capacities and 

powers, with the help of which the apparently objective 

world of presentations gets itself reflected in and reduced 

into the central 1, In the language of the Vedanta, this 

quantitative expression is technically called the Rupa, 
The qualitative element clothes it with being ; and the 
centre of consciousness thus regards itsell as wholly 
separate, Hence it clothes the objeet «with form, 
which though serving to express the life, is yet rigid 
enough 19 keep it sepaiate from everything else, The 
table before us may be known in different ways. 
We may try to realise its purpose, usefulness, and 

constitution ; yet iL transcends such knowledge, We 
cannot disintegrate this table into its consliluents, and 
then, reintegrate these so as Lo reform it, Tf we 
knew everything of it,—if the knowledge of ils cons« 
tituvionand being was really tue, - Chen we could have 
reproduced it by adding these so-called elements Logether. 
Tt knowability is insignificant compared to its unknown 
bélig, and is in direct antithesis to it, This is its form or 
रपाल unreallzed residue, the insoluble portion of it 
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which still resists wry knowledge. My knowledge is thus 
‘the quantitative assimilation of the object, limited by 
the qualitative expression thereof. The knowledge 
thus is distorjed by the resisting glement. ० It may 
approach or approximate towards its being ; but it will 
never do so, so long as the inherent or qualitative limita- 
tion of resistance an antithesis remains unassimilated. 
Let us take an analogy fiom the physical consciousness 

to see how the Rupa clement acts. To a blind man 
the. world ground is a i1eaction or a representation 

of the particular sense-activities other than the eyes. 
Things and events i@ the outer world are related to the 

consciousness, with the help of these sense-activities. 
This is done generally with the sense of hearing. To ६ 
deaf man on the other hand, the world is generally a co- 

ordination through the sense of colour, Fach of 

them sees the world as a series of terms or 
aspects, which are partial and fragmentary, and which 

represent but a portion of the true being. Each sense 

impression therefore is also a qualitative expression of 
the whole life of the subject and the object, and which 

colours also the knowledge itself. The mnemonic or 

memory chains differ acording to the particular sense, 

active. The mind merely collaborates these along the 

lines of the senses. Thus, though the table before us is 
the synthesis of the visual, tactile and other sensations 
associated together by the mind, the mind itself adds 

nothing to the representation of the object save and 
except by adding them up. Hence ordinarily we find 

that the estimate of an object is merely the arbitrary 
addition of some of its aspects as’ grasped by the 

(Gatti, ए) 
% a 
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various senses. The additive power of the mind known: 

s Samkalpa and the power of difference or distinguish- 

ment of the sensuous aspects called technically Vikalpa, 

are impressed info the service of the® senses. W 

know nothing of the nature of the object asseen by the 

mind itself un-influenced by the formal sense-—activities. 

‘The sensuous stamp is over it. Instead of the mind being 

the Raja of the senses--guiding and controlling them, 

correcting the etrors,-it is on the contrary made 

subservient to the senses. The unrealised resfdue, spoken 

of above, is increased by the passivity of the mind, merely 
content with grouping the sense-impressions. Yet we 
know that the mind in us typifies the consciousness under- 
lying the Agni tatiwa. What this consciousness is—and 

how it acts cannot be known, unless the mind is trans-. 

cended, For we know things just as our consciousness 

transcends its objective or apparent aspect. Hence a 
vision on the astral plane would not bring usnearer Lo Lhe 
Reality. Only by transcending the body-idea, we are in 

a position to know the painful symptoms of a physical 
ailment. By transcending the desires, we come to know 

of their nature and potentialities. All knowledge thus is 
trancendental in iis tendency, and always points to a 
larger unity which embraces the organs of knowledge— 
their activity and the so-called objective aspects of the 
tlting known, It is the action of the mind getting thus 
polarized into the nature of the senses, that gives rise on 
the other pole to the notion of a diffusive and vague kind 
of mentality surrounding every object of sense ; and we 
know how a largesportion of what is called the subliminal 
consciousness is duc to this polatized action of the mind. 
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Thus we come to another great principle,—that 
not only is an object of sense limited and conditioned 
by the partial and fragmentary power of response 
belonging to the sense, but we have the unrealised 
mental residue subtly coloming the impression and 
thereby giving rise to illusion. Let us take a 
concrete example to illustrate what we mean, We 

must remember that the mind and the senses may 

be regarded as the two poles of consciousness. Just 

as the unit of attractive force displayed by the north 
pole of a magnet, evokes into being the unit of the 
repulsive force of the south pole, so also a particular 
mode of separative definitenesss in the sense awakems 
the powers of mind in a corresponding way. So that 

«we may apparently inhibit the senses ; yet the activity 
of the mind is largely coloured by the unrealised 
residue ; and we know nothing of the mind and its 
evaluation apart from this. 

These powers of the mind correspond’thus with the 
aspects of the senses stimulating the mind, though they 
are not indentical. Their very correspondence shows forth 
the larger or the free and non-polarised life beyond. 
Hence we see, that the apparent objectivity of the 

senses produces an objective image in the mind cor- 
responding to it. As already noted, the mental image 
merely corresponds and is equivalent of the senge- 
stimulation, and that there is uo guarantee of truth in 
this corresponence. The reason of the lower sense 

stimulation reaching the mind--is not because of 
any thing in the senses fer se,-t-but because the 
‘mind in its polarised aspect is the life underlying the 
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senses, Hence every sense —impression serves to polarise. 

the life of the mind further,—thereby accentuating 

the notmal polarisation, But the mind is, as we know, 

more powerful and’ more abstiact, than the®senses, Hence 

as soon as a mental image is produced, 11 serves 

to polarise the more abstract powers of the mind. 

The consciousness which manifests through the pure 

mind- the agni tanmatra—is a pe and abstract con- 

sciousness of transcendental apperception, This we can 

not now in its unalloyed form. It is not शल the con- 

sciousness of the Yogi on the mental plane ; for here 

- too, the tinge of the physical uniqueness is on it, When 

this abstract and as Myers dimly suggesis, “this primitive 

receptivity” 1s affected by a lowe: type of conscious- 

ness undeilying the senses, then there is a polarization 
of the pue mental consciousness. Just as the abstract 

motive power in the hand is polarised into a definite 

manifestation when it comes into contact with a fiery 
substance, manifesting as action,—so also the naind gets 
polarised, Just as the motion of the hand thus manifested 
is equivalent to the sensory impact in power, character, 
and nature, so also the polarised mind. What we speak 
of as the Mriddi or function of the mind, is that equi- 
valent to the sense—impiession in character, intensity 
and nature. We must not forget that this 1/1 is a 
fragmentary aspect of the whole mind, and can 
not be a measure of its Lrue nature. Hence is it 
that Patanjali advises the control of these 01441, 
it order that by control we may Lranscend these 
loémal {unctions, and thus realise the pure abstract 
mind beyond. As we transcend the particular aspects of 
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things, as we eliminate their formal nature, 80, also 

we must transcend the changes in the mind to realize its 

trne consciousness. This is done by attending cafefully 

to the other and non-sensuoys pole of the mind, mani- 

fested into being by the ‘xcoming of the sensory image. 
Hence we notice that simultaneously with the 

production of the mental, image and the consequent 
definition in the mind, the abstract powers of the mind 

begin to play. it is as though the concrete image on the 

one pole, setsfree the abstract powers on the other pole. 

These abstract powers manifest as the laws of associa- 
tion. We see furthef that the trend and nature of the 

abstract power of the mind thus manifested, depends. 
on the nature of the mental image sent in by the senses. 
The abstract powers tend to supplement the separated 

image and clothe it with mental being of a similar, though 
abstracter type, ‘The phenomenon of visualisation is thus 
due to the unifying and creative powers of the mind 

polarised into manifestation, with the regult that the 
sensory image is clothed with definite being and appears 
as objective,—the mind furnishing the elements of formal 
being, Unless we can by training and dispassion, and by 

yearning after the Unmanifest Life, direct our attention 

to the string or sutra-consciousness manifested on the 

other pole, our knowledge is apt to be distorted by the 
limitations of the senses, Polarisation is the ovly possi+ 

ble device of manifesting the relatwely non-manifest of a 

plane. But we can never grasp its true significance, 
we can never rise beyond empiric knowledge, unless 

we neglect the sensuous as lower, and,turn our atten- 
tion to the apparently n6n-manifest Self by holding our 
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souls in quietness and stillness. Unless we know te 

exact nature of the mind,—of the Buddhi and sthe 

AhamMara, we are apt to regard the image as independent 

reality, being un@ble to eliminate those subtle factors 

which colour our view, $ 

« What is true of the mind, is thus truer still of the 

higher principles. As a fact the polarisation of the 

mind principle similarly affects the principle of Buddhi ; 

and this again in its turn polarises the Ahamkara, 

Every physical perception therefore is primarily an 

arbitrary accentuation of the separated aspects of a 

thing, and is coloured by the tinge of false separateness 

of the physical ८०८४८, A visual image is the 

result of the eye inhibiting the infinite potentialites 
of the object and manifesting only the visual. The 

sensory image reaching the mind polarises it, in- 
hibiting those powers of the mind which conflict 
with the image. Not only is the mind inhibited in its 
larger, subjective, and true aspects,—but what is further, 

the powers of the pure mind in its own plane go to 
intensify the partial and fragmentary aspect of 
the sensuous image by filling in the gaps in its incom- 
plete presentment, The greater the powers of the 
mind, the greater this intensification. A man who 
is capable of deep thinking, of constructive thought, is 
the man in whom a sensuous image would be visualised 
as an external thing with greater vividness than 
in the case of an ordinary man. Hence is it that even 
the ordinary man, when strongly roused by emotion, 
can feel and sense the forces of the astral plane, 
though the resultant knowledge is largely coloured 
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by emotion. A large part of what we know 
as psychic phenomena is due to the unassimilated 
sénsuous and mental natures remanifesting into objecti- 
vity by the action of the mind aifd highe powers 
Che astral trials then, of a man of sensuous tempera- 
ment, would thus always proceed from the parti- 
cular type of sensuous phenomena connected with his 
paiticular imperfections, 

These leads us to another truth, So long as the 
senses and the mind and the higher principles with 
their activities, 916 ngt properly assimilated by the one 

Consciousness, their unassimilated residues would always 
tend to pioduce phenomena objective to the conscious-. 
ness and in antithesis to it. How then is know~ 
ledge assimilated or integiated into the Self? To know 
this we must know how consciousness is disintegrated. 
Knowing the destructive and disintegrating agencies, we 

can find out the causes which leads to mal-assimilation, 

and then find out the nature and capacities of the 
integrating piinciples in us, We will uy to enunciate 

the root-principle which prevents this synthests. 
We know that undei the influence of the tendency 

towards definiteness, or Ahamkata as it is called, the 

absolute uniqueness,—the quality of the Self as 
to remain evei the Self or the One Consciousness, gets 

defined, This 15 technically known as the manifestation 
of Ahamkara into the tijplicity of the ogntre, the 

tadius and the ciicumference, Thus the One without a 
Sécond,—the One who is Secondless, not. because of 

Sepauative exclusion, hut becatsé it is verily the One 

luxistente. and Consgiousness—becomes circimscribed 
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into a definite centre of consciousness with infinite 

thor gn definite powers of relations connecting it with 

a delinite field of manifestation. The aspec/ ९८०५८ 

Self as the substratum of everything, bécomes Matter or 

the permanent possibilil af simular feelings, emotions 

and thoughts, Of course Matter now, is but a mere 

tendency, a directive power or /atiwa. So (1 as manifes- 

tation goes, these three modés ate separate, But since the 

One Self can never be really polarized, since the One Life 

can never be 1eally exhausted, there is alfrays a cettain 

amount, if we may use the expresgion, of 066 unpolarized 

Self permeating and sustaining the manifested aspects, 

` Thus the mode of consciousness manifesting as matte: is 

its ¢anmatra ; but’ the tendency to umfy similar 

phenomena in a आपाद्य way becomes the controlling 

ptinciple o1 the ¢aéiwa, But if these be regarded as 
descrete and mutually exclusive things, then the 10418005 

cannot mingle together, If the aspect of definition be the 

only principie underlying the /aédwas, then they could fot 

be built up together. Hence we read in the Bhagabat, 
how the great Lord Vishnu ~ the all pervading Conscious- 

ness unified these /a/twas by overshadowing them with 

His lager free life, That shows that there ig 066 
^ , क underlying matter, and of which matter is 
iit, partial expression. a 

i W 6 see thus Ahamkara, the principle of definite 
jand "ignifesting the I, has thie aspects, Thé fitst 

nsists iy the power of a centre of consciousness 
ys to know itselfas a centre of uniqueness, This 
Rha Lreference,—teferring to and manifesting 

me I, In Matter, this power becomes the 
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power of expressing the consciousness,—of, as it were, 
thowing back all the activities towards the centie,, By 
this :mode a connection is established betwee the 
centralI and the Self of matter. ‘his aspect 1s the 
aspect presented by matter, as an inhibiting power 
limiting and resisting the powers of the central I, 
But we must always note that unifying the three, -in 
this same sense as an abstract idea unifies within its 
large. connotation the concrete things which lead up to 
it and which thay be .egarded as the partial expressions 
of the apsliact principle,—the abstract Life is always 

present as the link which associates and binds together 
the manifested aspects, But the separated aspects as - 

such do not lead to it, unless there is the principle of 

higher synthesis overshadowing them. Just as no 
application and plodding industry would develope genius 
in a dull boy, so also no amount of investigation and scru- 
tiny into the separated aspects would lead one to trans- 
cend them and reach the aspect of unity beyond. But 
the presence of the free consciousness can be intuited 
even in matter. The mere fact of matter giving rise 

to sensations and thoughts, goes to prove that even in 

oidinary knowledge also, the free consciousness is 

active. But such knowledge is still coloured by the 
limiting influences, These appear to us as the forms of 
consctousness, the specific shapes which consciousnesy 
assumes~-the Vritiis spoken of above. A 

Now we will consider the specific modgs «of 
relation, which we know as the specific एण of 

gciousness, We find also a ceitain.amotit of free 
4. underlying these! Because Man ig larger than- 
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these modes, we find these specific types cat वी 

with each othe: and can converge towardsa higer type of 

reality. If the time-consciousness had no free pnd non- 

polarizetl element, it cannot enter into oer consciousness 

of form or number, The time-sense would thus be 

excluded from these ; and these aspects would remain 

uti-co-oidinated. The convertibility and correlation 

of the psychic and higher poweis in man, -the fact 

that a psychic foice can produce lower andjhigher results, 

would at once prove, that. underlying these theie is a 

higher type 0 more abstract mode of consciousness, 

ol which these specific modes ‘ne but fagmentary 

aspects, The mere fact that any change ina lower 

lattwa produces results in a higher,—that actions 
which are most intangible and evanescent can lead to 
the Self, goes to establish a connecting consciousness 
which, as the changeless substratum of things, and of 
actions, feeling and thoughts, can hold these together, 
It is of the nature of consciousness ;—for all the pheno- 
menal modes do actually and ultimately resolve into 
consciousness, Things, actions and thoughts with all 

their reality and concreteness are transmuted into ideas, 
and thence into modes of capacity, These in turn 
ave resolved into consciousness and bliss; and thus reach 

the Self. Thus the abstract power of Ananda or bliss, 
{he bliss of harmony and non-duality, becomes, when 
polatised, the individual consciousness ever gecking to 
anerge itself inte another mode of the One Life, The 

vidual consciousness on the other hand—can only 
the true individual by the expression of its 

life’ag¢thought, which by trying to neutralise the 
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apparent antithesis of the I and non-l, establishes the 

true individual of non-separateness and harmony. In 
shoit, the fatlwas are but the expressions, in teryis of 

outwardness andynaya, of the Divine consciousness. This 

common basic consciousness, in which there is no duality 

nor separation, is the consciousness of Iswaia in its 

non-polarised aspect. Just as in the physical body the 

oiganic power called “life” is the one source of energy, 

whereby the “geim-cell ” or germ-plasm differentrates 

by inteinal gegmentation into the rigid physical body, 

so also it is the tree Divine Life, which is the subs- 

tratum of every thing? It is this Life which is also the 

Divine Consciousness and Wisdom, that is the origin 

of every thing, It is this Divine Wisdom, which is the ` 
true,—the pard Vidya, the Divine Gnosis,-- the aspect of 

the One which ever proclaims the unity of all manifesta- 
tion, The Hindu gives it the name of the Devi 5 others 
call it Sophia. But under whatever name we call 
it, it is the fons-ef-origio—the fountain head of all 
specific modes of knowledge and power. So also behind 

the centre of consciousness, there is the ever-free Sell. 

It is because the Self is not conditioned nor exhausted 

by a personality, an individuality or even a monad— 
that moksha is possible. ^ Nirvana is,” so hath said 
an illuminated Arhat ; for it is the ever [66 con- 

sciousness which underhes and unifies the mani-, 
fested hordes of monads, hierarchies and powets. 

Because of this ever non-polarised Self, wisdom 15 
possible, .\s the Gita says “all actions are reduced 
to wisdom,” so this ever free element underlies every 
thing ; and of it the whale manifestation is, and in it, it 
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ever rests. When this consciousness reveals itself jn 

man, then alone can he see things in the Divine 

measwe, Then alone can he realise his Divine NALUTC, 

and be free. * Py 

This is the residual consciousness, And if our 

knowledge does not lead to and rest on this IMternal 

element, if we centre ourselves on the fragmentary aul 

evanescent aspects—the sections in ‘Time and Space of 

the One Self,—then such knowledge is a veal source of 

illusion. 7//uston is ever due to the artificig! attempt to 

divide a thing which is indivisible,— to define in tarns af 

phenomena—thal which is abovee these, Jol us take 

a concrete example. Let us take the classical 

‘Mustration of mistaking in the dark a stump ofa 

tree for a man. If we allow the oyes to report 
correctly, if we do not allow the natural fear of 
darkness to colour aud refract the presentment of the 
eyes,—in one word, if we do not limit the 006 activily 
of the eyes and the mind by the influence of 
fear “hough it may be latent), and if we do not in 
any way prevent the proper assimilation of the sense- 
impression by the One Consciousness, then there can be 
no such illusion, In the example taken, the eyes if left 
alone would have correctly shewn the configurations of 
the tree, ‘hey can not, it is true, show us the One Solf ; 
for underlying the eyes even there is some limitation. 
But they would have given us a correct physical inter 
pretation, but 101 the action of fear, Fear again is due 
1 separated sell in identification with the (०4१, 

६, this which makes us read into the presentment of 
the yes something which is nog there, This is called 
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aividya o1 false and partial knowledge. Apparently 
however, there is in fear an absence of the unifying 
substratum. But even fear is a manifestation gf the 
same unity, ऋ is but a mode of aelation, “but for 
which we would have continued indifferent to « large 
section of the manifested univeise which did not 
directly subserve are peisonal desires and Kama. But 
for this fear, we could have been content to lead a life 

of the lotus-eatei, and shut our eyes to the organic 

and later on ¢he transcendent unity which is the Self, 
Hence the Bhagabat says, that those who see difference, 

are lead to see the Sélf as death,—death which forcibly 

breaks down the artificial barriers created by the | 

pergonality and even the individuality in man, We see’ 
thus even underlying fear, there is the same Divine 

Consciousness of unity~ the Divine Wisdom ; and that 

what we call illusion is the direct result of this great 
unifying power being mistranslated and misinterpretted 

by us owing to the preponderence of the false sense of 
the separated self. Even false knowledge is the expres- 

sio of the Divine Sophia in us, limited by the notion 
of ‘separateness. Knowledge becomes illusion if we 

accentuate the desire for separate existence, which by 
creating an apparently independent subject prevents the 

true assimilation of the Oneness of every thing, and 

which thereby projects the non-assimilated residuc of 

Reality as an independent object. 

Tiusion thus in every plane is, is the result 
of mal-assimilation, of partial acceptance and “of the 

, inhibition of the larger Life beyond the phenomenon, 

‘Whether in the case of hypnagogie or other illusions 
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of the senses, or of the illusions generated by the mind, 

everywhere the same truth is apparent. Not only is 

the Qne Life partially or quantitatively expressed by 

the sen¥es and the mind in their manifested aspect, but 

there are some qualitative or essential limitations 

inherent to their action. The power of the eyes to 

respond to light vibrations is such a qualitative limitation. 

The accentuation of this aspect would lead, if there 

be no sense of unity behind, to partial knowledge, 

and therefore to illusion. Thus, if fhere is an. 

accession of Life on the inner planes, the senses are not 

only vitalized into activity ; sul, what is’ to be 

noted, they try each of them to delineate the abstract 
Life behind in terms of the essential qualities of 
the senses themselves, We have often wondered as to 
why departed human entities should go through the: 

farce of eating solid food, knowing as we do that the 

astral body does not require such sustenance. It is purely 
an illusion under which the entity labours, Habituated to- 
the physical ‘body-idea, the consciousness gets qualita 

tively coloured by it ; and even when the physical body 
has dropped, the’consciousness persists in its wonted 
mode, Physical food is thus transubstantiated without 
at all benefitting the entity, In ihe case of advanced 
people also, we find the same kind of illusion. Thus the: 
qnan who has developed the astral sight, sees the 
astral plane as coloured by his physical pre-occupatioisy 
Not only ‘do we thus lose sight of the true unity of 

८ शरश in the desire for separativé पाणाः by, 
140108६ fast to oul.physi¢al I-notion, but what is further; 
we 'séek-nto:interpret the: lifes ofithd + highéx.’ planes: 

3 
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in tems of the lower capacities and powers of 
Consciousness, This is Psychism. j 

The mistake lies in our forgetting the importayft fact 
that in the higher the lower remains, yot by nfaintain- 

ing its lower uniqueness, but by getting tiansmuted into 
the fullness of the higher. We lose sight of the fact that 
the higher and the more abstract ts tiself seen as the 
lower, and that it is only as we learn lo rede the lower 
concrete life into higher ‘plenum’ or fulness (J ) 
that the lower becomes really ummortal. This is what 
we speak of as the law of Sacrifice, which every ieligion 
tries to body forth." It is the surrender of the lowe: 
in gladsome harmony. It is this self-same truth 
which forms the basic principle of all knowledge and’ 
wisdom. For, is not knowlede itself a saciifice of the 
conerete at the altar of the fuller and more abstiact 
piinciple? We tiy however to follow the other course, 
We seek in the name of religion to enthrone our petty 
selves, clothing the same in the garb of the absolute 

Self, which is significantly described as’ the Searful 
Hud, the Greater Death ( afawgr') Due to pieponder- 
ance of the misinterpretted formal element—which 
instead of leading us to the Self as the one substratum 
(sfyace’), makes us see in Form nothing but the 

element of resistance,—we seek to reach the Life while 

yet holding fast to the separated self. This is often 
mistaken as self-consciousness ; and people often pride 
themselves that they can function on the astral and higher 
planes with all the limitations and powers of the physical 
separated I, The immortality, in which the whole ofthe 
‘Manifested and the unmanifest elements in us, as well .as 
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in our worlds participate, becomes the immortality of the 

Sankhya with an eternal back-ground of Prakritic pano- 

rane 0 soothe our exhalled self-love and amor propre. 

Psychism thfs1s a mode of knoWledge in which 

not only does the conception of a central existence 

persist, but what is further, it is very largely coloured 

by the mode, the natuic of exercise, and the quality 

of the physical senses, and also of the lower J-notion. 

We will now consider the subject from another 

standpoint. Psychism ts essentially the*resull af the 
prolongation of = क lower plane consciousness inlo a 
jugher. 1८ is an attempt to understand the higher 

^ in terms of the lower, ‘thus in the descriptions of 
the Astral and Devachanic planes by Mr. Leadbeater, 
we see a vely large admixture of Lhe concrete, separatiye 
conceptions of the physical plane, Things are measured 
as if the Igo there, is but the continuation of the 
physical personality,—separative in its workings and 
theieby projecting a sepaiale non-I outside it. It is 
the immortalisation and exaltation of the separated self 
in astral and mental backgrounds, The force of this 
remark will be apparent, when we consider for example 
the value of an astral object Now the value of a 
thing is adjudged with reference td éertain sta (101 
The proper valtie of ari astrhl thihg would®aie प 
place and position in’thé astral! world dloté andy 
reference to the pure abtfal doisafoiliees, “a (1 
reference’to thé pledsiifies’ i as 4६1 
tlons of the physical, 4 Petit ‘ge to the® 
colieptions of” the physic ५ is ailea ae 
astral evil; becavise a लि कवार पधि पट 
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separated physical man, it is at once characterized as 
a good thing. 

Now, there is another way of knowing the fe tral 

plane, It lies, 2s we will see more fully later“on, in 

first of all, eliminating the aspect of outwardness which 
is the hall-mark of physical consciousness. Seen thus, 
an astral object would be measured not by the physical 

conceptions of external form, but by the abstract powe 

of Rasa ( रस ) or sentiency. But even that is not enough ; 
for as.stated above, the knowledge of a plane or a thing is 

possible only as we tianscend it. Just as the physical man 

writhing’ with physicafpain cannot propsrly estimate the 
nature and potentialities of the pain unless he is able to 
withstand its immediate effect, so also knowledge of a : 

plane is only possible when the consciousness is able to 
Yanscend it qualitatively and quantitatively, So, the 

Gita lays down that we have at least to forbear, ere 

we can hope to know the meaning of a thing :-- 

स्तातितित्तखभारत 
Therefore, oh Bharata! forbear. 

{ This forbearance itself may be the artificial forbear- 
ance due to the wdadhi or vehicle of consciousness 
being made temporarily so rigid and impervious 

that nothing can affect it. It, has been said that the 
Siira of Patanjali dafansfa निरोषः- “0९. 18 the 
control of the functions of consciousness” means, 

the hardening of consciousness by separating it con- 

tinually from the ouler. But this is a doubtful advan- 

tage, as we will see a little further. Another point in 
ee ychism therefore, is that it is a mode of knowledge 

gh the interventiongof a separative vehicle so built 
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wp, that it remains unchanged at the play of forces of 

a particular kind 
are now in a position to sum up what is meant 

by Psychism. 7 is a mode of knoliledge in which 

there is the presistence of the central separative con- 

ceptions of the lower planes in thelr separated aspect 

It is a formal mode of knowledge, -- knowledge 

in terms of form instead of ९/2 ; and the measure of 

such knowledge is also separative. As a mode of 

knowledge, Psychism is also a mode ‘of manifesta- 

tion consequent on this mode of knowledge. All 

powers are but the concrete manifestations of types 

, of knowledge behind. So that by Psychism is also 

connoted the exercise or outputtings of powers of a 
particular kind. It is of this kind of psychic knowledge 

and power, that the Gita says “the Siddhis of action are 

soon achieved” fan’ fe मानुष लोके सिचिर्भ वति वरलाः) It has 
been suggested that the word wher born of action 
means only “siddhis” attainable though actions, 
But that meaning is scarcely a sound one. The word 
“karma” has, throughout the Gita, a special connec- 

tion with the gwnas of Prakriti, Therefore the term 
ought to imply the “guna siddhis’ Now, in ‘the 
Bhagabat, we find a significant distinction drawn 
between the natural powers of the Sell,—the powers 
-which ever seek to express the Unity of Life in and 
through phenomenal things and modes—which are 
known as the principal eight-fold s/ddhis, and the 
Sddhis or powers which spring from the knowledge, 
séparative knowledge as it is, of the Prakritic energtes, 
Thése#lattef are clairvoyancQ, entering into another's 
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body &c. A consideration of the si@dfi aspect of 
Psychism is therefore necessary, 

There are two ways of acquiring and wielding vy Vers. 
In the one, whigh is most natural to usp we regdfd the 

powers as the special property of our separated self. 
Not only is that so, but what is significant is, that these 
powers are evoked only when the separated self or 

Ahamkara is accentuated either by the sense of duty or 
a still lower stimulus. This kind of exercise requires for 

its séne gua now, the arousing of the self-assertive aspect. 

This is not even a special quality of the human race, Like 

desperate men, the caf when cornered will show fight, 

In this kind of siddhis, the separated I strongly wills a | 
thing, and sometimes the necessary results follow. In 
our egotism we believe it Lo be due to ourselves. A little 

cdnsideration will bring the truth out, The Self is really 
one, though through Ahamkara we polarise it into a 
separate Ego and a world in antithesis, Just as 
when a force of,—say, some distinct units, is induced in 

the one pole of a magnet, there is a corresponding 
manifestation of force on the other pole,—so algo a strong 

desire in man is sure to produce a corresponding result 

on the other pole of objects. Just as in the case of the 
magnet this induction of force is nol due to anything 

belonging to any particalar pole but to the unmani- 

fest free energy in the magnet getting Lhus polarized, , 

so also the phenomenal effecL produced along Para- 
kritic lines is not due to the separated Ahamkara, 

but rather to the One Life behind which sustains 

b Sa these poles. The strength and intensity of desire 

Mish therefore be such, awwould make us, for the time 
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being, lose sight of the body-idea. It must be &0 

powerful as to induce in us an influx of the subliminal 

life Pelee it would produce no result. This intense 

desire is thus n&cessary, not because 1818 the sufficient 

cause, but because otherwise the lower I-notion can not 

drop. This brings out the principle underlying these 

lower powers. Though these powers may be stimulated 

into manifestation by the lower desires, yet they are 

essentially, as proved by Myers, af the nature of the 

relatively subliminal self of a given plane 

The phenomenon produced is ghus the resul( of the 
reaction of One Life,and not the action of the 
separated self, As the One Life appears to the 

separated consciousness as the Prakriti, - 28 the ganas 
are nothing more than the reaction ol the One Ixistencg 
polarized by our Ahamkara into Prakriti, so very aptly 
these have very siddhis been called gunaja or harmaja. 
Here we get at another truth underlying Psychism, be 
it the psychism of knowledge or of power. An analogy 
will explain this better. We try to grasp the physi- 
cally invisible and distant by artificially projecting the 
powers of sight by calling into our help and impressing 
into our service the powers of the lens—as when we 
know, things with the help of the telescope or the 
microscope, Or we may do it by projecting the 
physical personality itself, and clothing it with a 
mayavi rupa formed of matter similar in its conslituent 
to that of the object, But as in the case of the 
eye, its qualitative limitations remain while there is a 
mére*prolongation of its physical power, -so also, in the 
second way we are considering® the inherent nalure of 
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the personality or the individuality remains the same, 
even though clothed with a different and a finer body, 
The old time-worn adage of the rice-husking wfthine 
going to heaven? and remaining the Sune, is apposite 
to these artificial ways ; and the same susceptibility to 
illusion and mal-assimilation persists, 

Now to revel to these powers, The other kind of 
siddhis mentioned in the Bhagabat is significant. The 
modus operandi is peculiar, and if rightly understood 
would at oncé make the difference between Psychfsm 
and Theosphy clear to all, All these powers are the 
natural expressions of the unity of Consciousness, 
Hence the word 'व्वभाविक “swabhabika” or natural, is, 

used in this connection. Because the Self is the one 
Existence and Consciousness underlying everything, 
therefore is ii present in every thing in the self-same 
way in its essential nature, as well as in its manifested 
unity of the organic life. So far as the Self is con- 
cerned, an atom as well as a Deva are the game. There 

18 no change in it in quality or quantity ; for is not the 
Self changeless p That being so, the atomicily 01 the 

power of the Self known as “Anima” sfmu--the power 
of realising the central aspect of a thing,--is not an 
accidental powe: acquired by man owing to a particular 
modification of his consciousness. It is an expression, a 
manifestation in the Yogi of the power of that Sublim- 
nal Cosmic Self which is at the root of Matter, It 
proves not that these powers are the property of the 
Ahamkara in us, but there is a Larger Life which can 
a tithesise the apparently separated I-consciousness in 
५ the antithesi® or limit known as Matter. It 
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is not due to the inhibition of the powers ofthe separat- 

ed I,--so that thus denuded of all expressions it may 

पाणु itself as the /aya centre of rigidity, ‘which we 

call an atom, 195 rather the result of that synthetic 

knowledge which can see and realise the unity of the 

Self pervading Matter on the one hand, and Man on 

the other. It is due not to the accéntuation of the 

special separative quality of anything, but is rather the 

immediate result of the Self manifesting in man as 

a tianscendent unity. It represents tls the’ true 

Oneness and homogeniety of the Self as the pure 

Unique, the true secondless Existence, Consciousness and 

, Bliss, It manifestsas the Wisdom of the Self, an ever- 

present Divine power,-—only when Man can merge the 
separative ‘I’-notion, however high, into the One Self. 

The powers are not his; for before he gets them in the 
real sense, he has been transfigmed, There is no longer 

any reference to a separative ^" in him. He has become 
verily the Self ; and these powers are the expressions 
of the eternal Unity of the Self in terms of the lower 
planes,—and १0४, asin the case of lower Siddhis, the 

projections of the separated self. The power of the hand 
to move, to reach out and grasp an outer object, can be 
looked at from two different standpoints, It may be 
yegarded as a personal possession acquired by the 
personality, Such a view, is as we have scen, a 
partial one,--in which the real Life is overlooked : and 
hence it is always subject to illusion. For, it does 
hot solve the mystery as to how Matter can be 
toyed by the Mind. It does not explain the 
naturevo§ the Deva-consciousiss which underlies the 
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activity, nor how the human consciousness comes to 
wield this Deva power. The same power may be 
regarded from the standpoint of the One Self. Bea CAUSE 
the Self is one, e cannot artificially divide it by calling 
one portion the I, and the other the object. Because 
the Self is one, therefore the Secondless Unity wells up 

as a concrete power harmonising the two artificial poles, 

in order that from the very motion of the hand the wise 
man may have an idea of the unity of Life and 
Consciousness-behind, Zhai is a lower Siddhi, a psychic 
phenomenon, which is seen and realized as something 
beyoud, as something Sther than the Self. Zha/ is a lower 

and a dangerous power, which instead of developing in , 
the “I,” a sense of an All-pervading Existence, Consci- 
ousness and Bliss, developes on the contrary the sense 
ofa separate 1 having larger powers and therefore mare 
powerful that the rest of humanity. That is Psychism 
which confines the One Life to the terms of a specific 
mode of sight, hearing & ९, and sees not the absolute 
homogeniety of Life behind . 

Psychism thus as a mode of knowledge is a dubious 
light at besl—contaming as it doesa large admixture 

of the separated body-conception and the partial 

fragmentery presentation of the relies of sense-activities, 

Hence the Gita says — 

यदाते मोषकक्तिल' afseifafcata y 
तदा गन्तामि निव्वैद' een wae च् ॥ 

‘When thy consciousness transcends the मौह or false 
knowledge, then do you attain to dispassion as regards 
things Heard and seen.” ‘The great Sankaracharya takes 
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the meaning of alvafea “turbid waters of illusion” to. 

‘be @erataraad——“the false knowledge of the Self as 

rin. त something, as the self of the body.” So 

long as“this falsq knowledge persists, ethere will be 

sounds and sights in every plane to distract the consci- 

ousness and take it out, This shows us the real value of 

the objective sights and sounds of the astral and other 

planes. This proves that these phenomena are really 

the result, of the projection of the body-idea. And as 

the body-idea is itself the result of retarded assinila- 
tion, as lhe body is the tentative compromise hetween 
the I and the nonI of a planein which there is no 
unity of Life—so all psychic phenomena, however high, 

are the. outcome of false or partial knowledge. 
Every such phenomenon thus contains within itself its 
own refutation in its own tendency towards illusion. . 
This element is further intensified, if we seek therein. 

the guarantee of our separated self. 

It may be said, that this definition of Psychism, 
this analysis “of its inherent defects—would lead us 
to condemn the methods of modern Science. Hence a 
consideration of the scientific method may not be out 
of place here. The trend of Science as exemplified in 
its best exponents, is not towards the accentuation of 
a separated self. Herein lies the essential point of 
difference between modern Science snd modern Religion, 
In Religion as practised now-a-days, the centre ig thé 
physical personality—which seeks to immortalise itself 
not by expanding itself, but by so hardening the false 
separated I that the dissolution of its objective world 
does not affect its false uniqueness, Science on the 
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contrary, seeks ever for the universal element. It tries 
to 1educe every thing to be universal elements of matter 
and, energy. It seeks to transcend the pheys Jmenal 
and the partictlar, and reach the one'element Of which 
everything is but an expression, lt seeks thus the same 
Atman, though clothing it still with an element of out. 
wardness, Hence though liable to error for the 
preponderance of this spirit of outwardness, its truths 
are real attempts to reduce the apparent many into the 
realone. In its eyes, a man is but the result of the 
environment, and as such is not dissociated from the 

athe: pole of life and being. An atom or an earthworm 
is of the same value to Science as a giant genius among 
men. It seeks ever to dethrone the false particular and 

establish the reign of abstract laws and principles which 
govern man and his world alike. Though its transcen- 
dence is still that of difference,—though in its search 
after the universal, the real uniqueness of the 

Self—whereby it remains ever the same Self in the 
midst of change,—is often lost sight of, yet under 
lying its conceptions of Matter and Energy we find 
the same uniqueness of the Self manifesting as the onc 
substratum of a// things. Psychism on the other hand, 

puts a false and separative value on things, It seeks 
to reduce the outer—not to the transcendent Self, but to 
the sepaiated I in us, neglecting thereby the aspect of 
the immanence of the Self. The limitations of Science 

are thus the limitations of qualitative or fadzvic bias ; 
whereas Psychigm accentuates, as we have seen, both 

the qualitative and the quantitative aspects. A 

‘thorough understanding of the Scientific trend, is thus 
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very often a very good corrective to ow religious and 

psychic pre-conceptions, leading us to a fair estimate of 

८१ of the Self in which it is the’universal 

subst: n of evewy concrete thing and efergy. 

We will now try to consider some of the arguments 

usually advanced to support and vindicate Psychism 

in relation to the Theosophical Society. It is clear 

from the analysis of Psychism, that if ’s a knowledse of 

relations rather than of essence, and that the element 

of the separated I in it, is what differentates it ftom 

the true Wisdom of Life, which under the garb of 
Theosophy is being promulgated anew among men by 
the Society, J¢ is the trend of the knowledge which 

we derive in connection with our environments éha/makes 
wt Psychism or otherwise. It must be borne in mind , 
that, though real knowledge is ever transcendental in its 
diection,and that the Self is ever the goal of all strivings 
towards knowledge—yet for the sake of convenience 
the gnosis is, regarded ina twofold way, These are 
clearly indicated by the great sayings weraray of the 
Vedanta. We are to know the Selfas the I in us, 
ate J am That, as well as, as the one substance in 
sand of which all things are, wa wfafed wa verily every 
Uling of definition is Brahman. Then comes the trans- 
cendent unity and synthesis expressed in द्ध" ब्रह्माणि 7 
an Brghman, —not only in so far as the pure spotless, 
‘paitlesst Brahman is the only I in, us, but alse in Ahat 
mit, is the one Essence, the one Reality underlfing 
ee of Name and Form,. Zhe Light ०१८0८ Path 
in’. ne ing us to seek the Self-first 1 US ey 
as (षु ighwof.the World, theeonly, Light »that can 
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‘be shed on the Path, then as the Life ‘without, and 
then as the Transcendent Reality devond promulgates 
the same’ truth, 

People hav¥e often wondered al tle apparent contra- 
diction involved in the method which runs though the 
Hindu Scriptures in furnishing us with a mass of pheno- 
menal details’and conctete stages though which the one 
Self manifests as Lhe universe of name and form. Thus, it 
has been suggested by that great scholor Paul Duessen in 
his Philosophy of the Upanishads, that, these details form 

a halting compromise, a sacrifice of the Reality in favour 

of Empericism, in which the rigorous unity of Self 
is toned down as to embrace the world of manifes; 
tation,—and that it shows the weakness apparent in man 

in seeking to clothe the one Reality in terms of the phe- 
nomenal many, which are admittedly emperical. But 
there is another way of viewing the thing. Not only do 
we require these empiric forms, in order that by addition 
and generalisation, the abstract and transcendent Exist- 
ence may manifest in our mind and consciousness, ~ but 
what is oft overlooked, these concrete things transmuted by 

the fire of Wisdom shows us the Self as the one Concrete. 
The Self is not only the abstract, but it is also the One 

and the Unique. It is not only the One, but also the 
Secondless and Unique Self. The element of oneness 

is that of the transcendent unity, which can only manifest 
though the transcendent element is us—the I, which 
expresses in terms of limit and manifestation the One, 
the Eternal and the Beyond, to which all things lead 
and yet in entering which, things lose their forma] nature 
and manifest only asthe I, But this transcendendé 
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is apt to be regarded as separate and therefore of the 

nature of Ahamkara, unless it embraces also the world of 

(५ ena. Hence we have to realise the element 

of secontilessness-*-the element which as the one subs- 

tance underlying everything of Name and Form, reduces 

the apparent many into the same Self—imparting 

thus to the I or the unilv element, the clement 

of richness, of potentiality, of expansion and all 
pervasiveness, Leave out the I-element, and knowledge 
becomes the vague and misty abstract unrelated to the J 

mus. It is then something, which though abstract is yet 
outside the I asa vague penumbra of misty radiance, 
Thus the Divine wisdom चिद्या which manifests everything 
‘becomes the Avidya sfaar, which limits the I as an exter- 
nal agent working for our undoing. Leave out the element 

of secondlessness,—the element in which the I in us is 
seen in a mysterious way to be the power which outside 
the self seems to determine the consciousness as the 
object,—and the resultant knowledge is of the separative 
centre as the Purusha of the Sankhya Philosophy whose 
very existence depends upon the background of prakritic 
activity. Hence is it that we find in the Upanishads and 
the Puranas, descriptions of the successive determina- 
tions of the One Consciousness outside the I,~mani- 
festing as Bhutas or elements, Devas or modes of specific 
relation, and as éhings, But it is because the Self is the 
One and the truly transcendent, that the I in us can mix 
with things ; and the result is the knowledge of the Self 
ing which Unity and Secondlessness,—non-duality and 
nonsseparation both enter. Zhe ‘unity’ aspect thus gains 
in richriess.and concreteness, and@is no longer the vague 
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feeling of a central I in a background of emptiness and 
yoid on the one hand, and ina background of concrete 
and antagonistic objects on the other, १ Tthis 
Secondlessness, there can be no motive power if know- 
ledge,so far as manifestation is concerned, Nor can there 
be that true assimilation, in which the numerical infinity 
of concrete things is transmuted into the unique 
tianscendence of the Self where universes are indrawn 
without leaving a residue. 

Phenomena thus when rightely viewed, when trans- 
muted into the Life are essenhial factors indicating 

the Transcendent Onity by unifying the apparently 
rigid antithesis of the I and the non 2, But this is only 

so, When on the one hand the I in us has so evolved’ 

by a rich past of virtues, noble actions and nobler 
thoughts and aspirations, so that it can embrace 

the world and know itself even dimly as the truly 
Transcendent. This is the element which we see 
underlies yaya or the desire for transcendence, 
not the separative desire of escaping from a parti. 

cular field of manifestation, but rather as the strong 

वल्ल to merge the lower I of manifestation into 
the higher Unmanifest as yet but dimly realised, 
The value of the self-consciousness of limit, therefore must 

change ; andit must not be dominated by the ten- 
dency to refer every thing to a. central separated 

self, Here lies the great efficacy of true Divotion, Then 

again, we require as the second condition—the recogni- 
tion Lhat the formal ,sepurative concreteness of. things 
is not the Reality, but-that if,is the symbol of ¢ larger 

tyanscendént Reality and Coneretensss,, into - which 
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everything merges without even leaving a trace, ‘It 
is only when we look through phenomena and dimly 

a he Secondlessness or Transcendence of the, Self 
running’ throughthem,—a transcendenc®, which is un- 

affected by the qualities, properties and values of things 

as separated things, --in short when we can see the Nou- 

menon within the phenomena and the' phenomena as 

being of it, Lhen only can phenomena lead to wisdom. 

In Psychism however, there is a tendency to regard 

things in their false separative uniqueness, and as ‘such 

it is a mode of avidya or illusion. 
The miracles enacted, the higher Divine powers mani- 

fested by the great Teachers of men, have ever this 

unifying tendency. They always seek to help us on, and 
not to cower us down by the granduer of Their powers, 
The exercise of these powers have always the object 
that they may help us to understand even dimly the 
glory of the Self, —furnishing us with data on which we 
can base the ,unfolding abstract Divinity in us. The 
powers are always manifested not to mystify and breed 
superstition, but to stimulate the developed soul to tran- 
scend its false I-notion and thus realise the essential 

unity. These powers are further exercised ०८ as 
mediums, in whom the consciousness of the T is tem- 

porarily lost in the glare of the Higher life mani- 
festitig, but in a quite different way. The difference 
between mediumship which त, 2. B. so strongly condemns 
in her Key fv Theosophy and elsewhere, and the true 
Divine afflatus lies in this, that in the former the indivi- 

dilitl¢consciousness does not participate and therefore is 
not "corscious of the higher e&xpression,—whereas in 

4 
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the other (4८ indevidual though still preserving us own 
lines of memory and other powers sees the Ligher life as 
being itself and not the other. So we find great oO (ets 
speaking of thefiselves not as limited éndividual$ bul as 
the one Selt. The medium is very often unconscious ; 
and even when conscious, sees the Life powing into him 

as the Other, as the non-I, The difference between the 
Vestal virgins and other mediums, and the truly evolved 

lies here, The former are at best but unconscious instru- 
ments utilised perhaps by the higher powers because 

of the dearth of proper materials : and there is always 
the danger of the Light shining through, getting refracted 

by the unassimilated residues of separative life. Hence 
is it we find is ancient times these virgins always 
kept pure beyond even the possibility of contamination. 
But even then, the inherent colouring of the separated I 
would always remain : and it would be foolish to seek 

to revive a clumsy method which implies selfishness 
of a kind, Because we find it difficult to harmonise 
ourselves to the real Life, therefore in our greed 
alter the supersensuous we must perforce sacrifice 

another human being to a state of colourless passivity 

and questionable purity in order that the Higher life may 
manifest though him. प्र, P. B’s diatribes against 
mediumship were directed towards exposing this selfish 
method unworthy of man. The physical and mental 
purity of passivity is not enough to make the messages 
thus conveyed, pure and reliable. 

It may be said that the third object of thé Theo- 
sophical Society justifies psychic phenomena. But this 
view is scarcely a rigltt one’ Unless we have in us the 
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sense of the unity of the Self, no number of phenomena: 

however varied, can, as we will see, ever lead us to’ any 

principle, much less to the Truth which forms the b asis 

of the SoNety. The,investigation into the psychic powers 

latent in man does not mean simply a search after 

the uncanny and the mysterious, and the building 

thereon of an ill-digested theory. Tt does not imply that 

we should indulge in hunting alter phenomena, 

such as table-rapping and such cognate things. It does 

not mean that we are to go gadding. about for 

che out-of-the-way events, to collect and glibly talk on 

them. But on the other hand, this object means 

and implies, what the Light on the Path admirably 

expresses—a turn of mind to observe the play of the 
Life within and without us, so that by observing 
dls action in and though the concrete infinity of 
levis, one may realise tts depth and unity, profoundity 
and transcendence, Such observations moreover can 
never be fruitful of good 1esults, unless we recognise 
that within us is the Light of the World,—-the only light 
that can be shed on the Path, and that if we can not 
recognise it within, it will be useless to seek for it 
elsewhere. For then we will merely see in the outer, an 
expression of the separated self in us—thereby intensi~- 
fying the rigidity of the false separated self. Hence 
is it, that we find the great Teachers of men mani- 
festing these powers of the Self,—which as we have noted 
go to establish its unily granduer and transcendence 
only befdre those who are pure in mind, keen in 
intellect, strong in devotion, and burning with the 
longing to merge their fragmentary 1 into the Larger 
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गू which they but dimly feel. The whole of the 
Adlukari latwas oy principles of fitness of disciples 
recognise this truth and are based on it, ” 

“It may be urged that the method, of outernvestiga- 
tion is safer than relying too much on the inner, 

and that people are ant to be deluded more by an 
unthinking veliance on the inner promptings without 
the useful and important check of the outer things, 
The fact is however otherwise. Zhe danger lies nol 

in. the myer, bul m the tendency lo impart the 

separative colourings on the inner prompting, Men 
have’ become fanttics not because they relied on the 

inner,—for the inner I is ever the final tribunal of 
dicision,— but because, they have read into the inver 

illumination the colourings of the separate I. Thus a 
message fron the Master is seen as if it were a justification 
for the accentuation of Ahamkata, How often do we 
see the pitiable sight of an advanced man using the 
message of peace and harmony from the Holy Ones or 
the Higher Self, as a means towards false separateness, 
as a handle by which the inherent unity and solidarity 

of humanity is disturbed. If any one can not follow 

116 message and apparently goes against it, he draws 
down on himself the wrath and indignation of the self- 

tighteous ; and the one {0166 for union is made a 
veritable power of destruction. 

This shows how the realization of a truth depends 
upon the inner attitude—and on also the extent of appre- 
ciation of its real import and significance. The import 
and significance of a thing is that aspect of it which: 
presupposes its unig’, aud nol antithesis with other 
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things? The danger therefore is not one due to the inner 

smalloice in us, but rather to the distortion ‘elfected 

by Ahanthara withip, regarded as a sepamtive energy. 

The danger is therefore the same, whether we look for 

phenomena outside ourselves, or whether we look wo the 

Tuner for illumination and guidance. The outer is only 

of use to us to the extent that we can assimilate and 

transmute it with the life of the innei:— and everywhere 

the truth ofa thing lies in the secret cave within us 

of true Buddhi, which as the Gita says, has unity 

for its trend, € | 
Nor is it true that without phenomena, life in the 

TS. would tend to gravitate towards inanity, and the T.S, 
would turn into an intellectual sect. For the principle 
which makes for limitation and thus for sectarianism 
lies not in phenomena or otherwise,—but in our attitude, 
--in our conception of the Self If our conception is 
broad enough to embrace everything, if we believe in 
the unity of the’Self which underlies Brotherhood, then a 
death of phenomena may do us no appreciable evil. 
When it is necessary for us to knew further, we may be 
sure that Those Who have the guidance of humanity 
in Their keeping will so order events that wemay grow. 
We do not produce these phenomena ; and the growth 
lies not in phenomena,—dx/ fn reading into them the 
message of Unity, Peace and Harmony, which thinking 

.alone can evolve in us, Phenomena may be necessary 
to raw our attention ; but it is the inner outputting of 
the Ife of Unity which makes for true Wisdom, and 
therefore for Peace and harmony. We need not fear that 
ihe Society will fall behind other societies, if we have 
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only the Self in view. No individual object तछा lead 

us, to the Self, if we are immersed in the formett and 

separative cOnception, What hagm then 4s there, 

if the Society which is meant as a_ school for 
training men in the unity of the Self- is behind 
otheis in the quest after phenomena, Our mission is 

not to accentuate the separative quest,—but rather to 

formulate and proclaim a view of Life, which will 

sytthesise the results of human activity in the fields of 
Science, Philosophy and Religion, We are here not to 
encroach on the other fields of human knowledge,—but 
rather to unify and harmonise them so, that by the 
action of the synthisising principle, every other science 
may get the true Life, which shows the universe to be 
really one and an organic whole. ‘The function of the 
poet or the philosopher does ill harmonise with the 
outwaid sensational life of phenomena, The poet or the 
philosopher must not be of, as Holmes puts it-—~the 
arithmetical type of intellect, The genius is one who 

can grasp the abstract and transcendent reality behind 
phenomena which but lead us outside the Self. 

When by devotion, by a life of sacrifice and 

harmony, however humble it may be, in which the 

phenomena of the astral and other planes have no limit- 

ing effect,—when thus we develop that clearness of 
insight which can see through the formal and separative 

elements,—then the lowest physical thing shall have a 

message for us far higher and deeper than yea)’ of astral- 
and mental plane phenomena can teach, For is not the 
Self in the atom as wsll as in the mightiest Deva? For 
is not the Self equally present in the meanest flower that 
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blows, which has such an harmonising effect on the mind 

of the poet—~as in the most mysterious and weird 
phenomenon of the Yogi. Our aim should be the Self‘and 
not the weird and the so-called occult; our goal should 

be unity, and not separative transcendence however 
glorious, ‘We must know that the Light of the true 

Yogi -which is the consecration and the mystic’s dream, 
is the light which not in sea or land, but in the One Self. 

Next if we consider the conditions of hnowledge per 
se, we will see at once that, it is not the result of the 

individual phenomenal elements. Qn the contrary, it 

is due to the unifying and synthesising principle of true 
Buddhi or Wisdom. No amount of experience in any 
phenomena can produce the understanding of the prin- 
ciple underlying these, Just as a number of concrete sums* 
in arithmetic does not necessarily imply the realization 
of the fundamental principle, so also in the case of pheno- 
mena, The abstract principle—the synthesising Life, 
is what is partially expressed by these individual terms, 
The terms have thus two values ;—the apparenily concrete 
value, and the value of filling ina particular place in the 
series as a whole and expressing im terms of concrete- 
ness व portion of this synthesising Larger Life, We are 
empirics, if we deal with isolated phenomena only. 
The arithmetical mind sees only the separative concrete- 
ness, The algebraical mind is cognisant of the abstract 
life beyond. Wisdom or even knowledge is always 
the expression of the Larger—the Beyond. It is the 
contribution—the out-putting—the expression of the 
Life beyond, that gives us the power of adding up 
these concrete terms. All knowfedge is thus the result 
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of the realization of the relatively abstract Life 
beyond, as expressing through and controlling a given 
series of isolatgd phenomenon, An example migy clear 
the ground, We see every day the phenomena of 
men and things perishing,—vanishing from their यक्त 

or objective aspect into the unknown Reality, which is 
their truest being. Does that express any higher type of 
being and consciousness to man ? The only knowledge 
that, it produces,—is the desire for accentuating the 

physical separated self, Thus the trend of the Science 
of today, is to devise ways and means, whereby the in- 

evitable dissolution of the body may be prevented or 
even postponed. The true Alchemy of Divine Wisdom 
becomes thus the aichemy which seeks to discover the 
‘so-called elixir of life. he knowledge of the Astral 
and Devachanic planes, and the so-called “con- 

tinuity consciousness” are similarly used in trying to 
extend the physical I-notion and project its being into 
the higher planes, Everywhere we find tiris tendency of 

reducing higher things to the needs, and for the guaran- 

tee of existence, of the physical self. But see what 

the sight of death produced in the consciousness of the 
greatest Teacher of man,—the Lord Buddha. The sight 
of death did not produce in Him the thirst of immorta- 
lising the personal self. It evoked in Him the Wisdom of 
the unmanifest Self, ~ the Nirvana—in which everything 

of Name and Form is ever reduced. This is due to the 
synthesising action of the Divine Wisdom: and where 
the Scphia manifests,—ithere we finda similar accen- 
tuation of the unity of, Self as against the phenomenal 
reality of persons and things, grosser or finer. 
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We see thus that knowledge and wisdom do not lie 

in egnerete phenomena,—but in the synthesising prin- 

ciple of Theosophy—the Divine Wisdom. This -irue 

knowledge Iies nét in accentuating the phenomenal as 

pects of things, but rather in seeing the phenomenal thing 

in the one Self. The true value of a phenomenon lies not 

in its separative knowledge—for that is Psychism,— 

but rather in the recognition that it isd discrete ane 

appavenily separated aspect of the One Life, and that 

as a fact it is integrated with the whole universe of 

manifested Life on the one hand, apd the absolute homio- 

geneity of the Self on the other. Life in every plane 

is the abstract power of unity underlying things ; and 

things are but the concrete stages through which 
the uniqueness of the One Self is expressed in 
terms of a lower plane of manifestation. Life is not 

merely that transcendence, which Sir Oliver Lodge sees 
in the directive power governing an organism. It is the 
transcendentr because no particular manifestation of it 

can even be the measme of its fullness of being, It is the 
unique, because when we réalise its true import we find 

that it is the same when underlying Matter and organ- 
dsm, as when as a radiant centre il transcends form and 

matter, It is truly the One, because in it the I, the 
nofi-I and the Relation aspects find their unity, fruition 
‘and rest, while in ils essence il is beyond them all, 

In our lower planes also, we find that the wider and 
move all embracing the principle and the more abstract it 
ls, the greater the extent of truthin it. The fundamental 
‘sources of error are the accentuation of the outer aspects 
ofa thing, and the artificial dissociation of the appa- 
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reatly particular thing,—the artificial wrenching it off, 
from the universe as a whole on the manifested side gnd 
lrom,the Self as the One and ever unmanifest Reality. 
So the Gita say$ :~ 

a at omnia स्थत सत्वैशवमधि water । 
He who sees .everything in the Atman and of It, 
and sees the Atman in everything as the one Lite 

stringing together and underlying the concrete pheno- 
menal things,~-he is the true seer. It is made still 
clearer in the 54044, , 

Lae + . fi AAA a YORTSAT च्यसि पारव ॥ 

“Knowing which truth, you are no longer susceptible 

to dts false knowledge—and by knowing which you 

will-see the infinity of the manifested universe of 
Bhutas in the Self and thence in the Supreme Self. 

Says Mrs. Besant in her Wisdom of Upanishads 
(99-100) of the kind of thinking necessary, “The 

thinking which is effective is the thought which identi- 
fies itself with Life and not with form, ey te Ae 

न bd Master the eye afd ear, teaching the eye ८५ 

see the Self and not the Maya which encompasses it.” 
Also— There is only one consciousness, and that is 

God consciousness. ‘a ४ . Tt might be the 

mightiest Deva that rules a solar system, * * 
= - It may be the consciousness that is sleeping* 

in the sand = * * * * — All is God con- ° 
sciousness, for there is none other” (Zoid p. 6.) « 

This realisation of the Self as the only Reality—not 
only synthesising the objective infinity around, but 

reducing into its tansceflent homogeneity everything 
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apparently outside,—-this is the truest Wisdom ~ the 

Thgosophy of the Gods, // ts the reduction of ८०८९. 

thing separate in lo the One Changeless & vl f—Truely the 

Gita says: “ ° 
ay eta gay तिष्टन्त' परमश्रर' । 
विनश्यतखभिनश्यन्त' य पश्यति स पश्यति ॥ 

“He who sees the great Lord, the one ‘Self, living and 

permeating in the se//-same way (ie without the false 

notions of evolution, growth &c.) everything,—the 

Imperishable element within the perishable, he seeth 

correctly.” ; 
It is only when we see and Value things from the 

standpoint of this one changeless Life~the Life, in 

which, as the Gita says, envelopes everything of multi- 

plicity with only a fraction of its immeasurable Bejng— 

विष्यामि aqatatiin feat जगत् 

that we can attain to the true Wisdom of the Sell, 
in which there is no joy nor sorrow,--no mewm or 

eum, 10 pefsons against persons, and where there is 
the fullness of the unity of Consciousness, Bliss and 1५5६191 ~ 

ence, All else is but fragmentary ; all else is but the 
fruitful source of illusion and mistake. 

Into this Self the universe of Name and Form can 
enter without disturbing the placidity and serenity of 
the Ocean-Sell by even so much asa ripple. Then only 
our knowledge becomes the Divine Sophia, the Vidya 
who ever proclaims to us the Divine sonship—the Divine 
anity of man. The difference between this Divine 
Wisdom and Psychism is not one of phenomena and 
noumena ; for is not theyDivine Life and Wisdom, the 
one Life which manifests, sustains and then reduces every 
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phenomenon ? The difference is rather one of attitude, 
of stand-point, of trend of consciousness,—in whicheve 

प्छ ‘the phenoyrenon. The difference thus can be 
summed up— 

(ग) Whenever a phenomenon is isolated off from the 

rest of the infinity of manifestations of the one Life 
—when we seek to attach greater importance and value 
on any phenomenon due to its separated origin, ~its 

special place and function in the midst of the world- 

phenomenon, —that is Psychism and not Theosophy. 

(2) Whenever we seek to clothe any phenomenon 

with an authority transcending and therefore paralysing 

the authority of the consciousness within, ~when- 

ever we seek to overcome with the help of the outer 

phenomenon the Light of the Self within -- ५6 only 

light that can be shed on the Path,”—~—whenever there is 

an element cf compulsion, self-imposed or otherwise, 

whether recognized or not by the individual conscious- 

ness,—~that is Psychism. = 

(3) Whenever any phenomenon is but the pro- 

longation or extension of a limited or separated 
faculty,—-and appeals only to the faculty as separated 
from the One Consciousness,—that is Psychism. 

(4) Whenever any phenomenon, tends to accentuate 

the already hardened separated I-aspect within the 

consciousness or without it,—whenever it tends to 

polarise the unity of Self into the triplicity of the 
knower—the knowledge and the known,--whetlever 

‘t produces an accentuation of the centralized separated 
elf within and therefore, of the rigid world-idea in 
ntithesis to consciousness,—that is Psychism, 
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(3) ‘That which is separative, that which is spegiat 

to an individual, that which is regarded as a special 

posession or power or its result, belonging lo an 

individual—reggrded as something different froth the 

rest of the [4111688 universe, of matter, energy, or 

consciousness, is Psychism. The spiritual possessions 

are those which man shares with the rest of the 

universe and which makes him appear as nothing in the 

eyes of men. 

(6) That which is regarded as objective, as being-in 

antithesis to Life and Consciousness,—that Which 

recognises that Life can any wayebe moulded, modified 

or even improved by any thing of any plane, however 

high,—in one word that which is believed lo be, a power 

oulside the consciousness, and the still small vowe of the 

Warrior within us, the Warrior which, as the Light भो 

the Path says, is our truest Self—that is Psychism and 
not Theosophy. 

(7) Whenever any phenomenon does not develop 
in us, how@¥er deemly it may be, the sense of the 
Unity of the Sel/—whenever any phenomenon does 
not lead us on to the Self of the Universe, our real Self, — 
whenever any phenomenon, tends to disturb in any 
way the harmonising action of the Divine Sophia within 
us, then that phenomenon, be it one of knowledge or 
of power, belongs to that extent to the earthly self,— 
the Ahamkaia of man and its projected “centros, That 
will lead to Psychism and therefore to illusion, 

We must bear this in mind that it is in the attitude, 
the reaction of the Self within, that a phenomenon 
becomes psychic or spiritual, according as we look at it 
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from the standpoint of the individual or the Divine Self, 

and according as it accentuates the one or the other 

aspect. For does not the Lord manifested, Himsell 

lay down ~— 

भक्तासामभिज्ञानाति ara वासि तच्यतः 

तदोमां तत्यती star विशते मा तदन्तर' ) 

By this true devotion, which comes of the slow 

deliberate, though constant, elimination of the separated 

aspect in us, do we know, the what or the gualifalive 

expression, eo or the central uniqueness, and the /ow 

much or the-guantum Gf Self as expressed in and through, 

a given phenomenon,—thereby unifying the separative 

ideas of definite reality, interaction and qualities of 

objects in a transcendent oneness. Thus only may we 

neutralise the the tendency of antithesis in the outer 
things and realize the one Life as everything. Zo sce 
the one Self, and not merely the outer forms, however 
glorions,-—lo hear the one Self, and not the outer sounds 
of disharmony and discord,—to be the one Self “tnd nol 
merely @ @islinct and separate being with powers 

dranscending even those of the Gods,—to ltve in the 

one Self, and be of Ii alone, is the end of Theosophy, 

We must not forget that :— 

जानां अपि चेतसि ea} भगवते हिसा) 
वलादा्ञय Mere AeA प्रयच्छति ॥ चण्डी 

—that separated individuals however wise in the 
language of separateness are Jed to illusion by the Great 
Devi—owing to the accentuation of separateness in 
their so-called wisdom. 

We must not forget that Theosophy, the Science of 
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Self, seeks not to enthrone separative Being, that ‘ils , 

trend is not the evolution of separated semi-divine 

cefftres however high, Rather, it seeks evér to bring 

out the truest expression of the Self, in which the I and 

the World, are transmuted into a larger Consciousness, 

Bliss and Existence, which though the same,, is yet the 

origin, the sustaining life and the <l/eva of myriads 

of manifested universes with their numerical infinity 

of concrete forms We must not lose sight of the 

fact that the Self is really the Unmanilest, and that 

what can not be measured by the hosts gf universes 

emanating from and again indrawh into It, can ‘never be, 

measured by any phenomenon in particular, We muse 
not forget that the truest Being of the great Lords of 
Compassion is this unifying One Life, and that They can 
never be known and realized, unless the Divine Wisdom 

is born in man, Life is larger than any number of 
phenomena or expressions of the Life; and we would 
be foolish, if we seek to measure its depth by the 

plummets or phenomenalism and psychism of any 
plane whatsoever. We are,all of us the one Self—the 
rayless Dark Brahman, whom nothing phenomenal can 
illumine, To the extent we can realize this Transcen- 
dent Be-ness,-—which is in one ol its aspects also the 
immanent Being,—to the extent that the I in us can‘ be 

one with its truest Self which is within us, do we truly 
live and know, Seek not to measure the Immeasurable 
ay the modes of Psychism, For the Self 15, as the Gita 
says~-indicated by all the senses—and क yet not of 
chem :— 

aePaquiad सर्म्वन्दिय भिव न्ततं 
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,* Our estimate would be incorrect unless we realize 
this Transcendence in us—a transcendence which mani- 
festing as-the “1” in us, is yel al the same time-the 
Beyond. Thusenay we realize Lhe Sylf and attain to 
the Peace which passeth understanding and which tives 
equatly in the heart of the devoted disciple as well as 
m the man of desire,—the Power which atone maketh 
for righteousness. May thut Power uplift us! May 
that Peace shea us ineffable lustre on the Society ४ May 

the Light lead us on.—so that 204 that Peace and Light 
the Self may reveal itself in the plenifude of tts Divine 

Powers whith make gor uniy—for the consummation 
af the far aoffand yet none the less, the ever-present 
Divine Onity of Beng towards which the whole creation 
moves. Thus only may the Society fulfil its purpose, 
and thus only may we Justify its existence and function 

as a messenger of the Divine Life. 
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> comple’ read ‘self-complete 

for ‘In man’ read ‘In a man’. 

For ‘other wise’ read ‘otherwise’. 

For ‘evoluation’ read ‘evaluation 

For 'this' read ‘that’, 

After ‘corresponds’ add ‘to!, 
For ‘these’ read ‘this’. 

Far “Neads’ read ‘ead’. 

After ‘self’ omit ‘as'. 
for ‘deserete’ wend ‘discrete’. 

For ‘this’ read the’, 

Fur lead! read ‘led’, 

After ‘plane! omit the ‘is! and the comma. 

For Para—’ read ‘Pra=’, 

For ‘these have’ read ‘have these. 

Por ‘eaten! read @ranfaa'. 
For ‘ate read (गन्तासि. 
For ‘under! read ‘unde —', 
For afafar? read ata’. 
For ‘have’ read ‘has’. 

For ‘ptofoundity’ read ‘profundity. 
For ‘death! read ‘dearth’. 

After Night’ add ‘is’, 

After ‘continuity’ add ‘of'. 
Lior 'as' read \as—". 

For "पुवं सवं, read "पुनरमी ea’. 
Soy “in to’ read ‘into’. 

For ama? read aay. 
After ‘the’ out ‘the’. 
for ‘that! read ‘that’. 

For for off! read ‘far-o: 


